
Infrastructure - Bug #7564

redirect for search UI from CN not set properly

2015-12-28 14:36 - Dave Vieglais

Status: Closed Start date: 2015-12-28

Priority: Normal Due date:  

Assignee: Robert Waltz % Done: 100%

Category: d1_cn_buildout Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version: CCI-2.0.3   

Milestone: CCI-2.0 Story Points:  

Product Version: *   

Description

Looks like postinst is not setting the redirect from the CN to the Search UI correctly. 

For example:

RedirectMatch 

/$

 https://SEARCH_cn-sandbox.test.dataone.org

Should be:

RedirectMatch 

/$

 https://search-sandbox.test.dataone.org

Associated revisions

Revision 17385 - 2016-01-19 21:21 - Robert Waltz

refs #7564

the token SEARCH_SERVER_NAME was switched to SEARCH_HOSTNAME since another occurrance of the string SERVER_NAME was

substituted before the sed call to replace SEARCH_SERVER_NAME (the string SERVER_NAME in  SEARCH_SERVER_NAME token matches in

the postinst script an earlier sed for the token SERVER_NAME)

Revision 17385 - 2016-01-19 21:21 - Robert Waltz

refs #7564

the token SEARCH_SERVER_NAME was switched to SEARCH_HOSTNAME since another occurrance of the string SERVER_NAME was

substituted before the sed call to replace SEARCH_SERVER_NAME (the string SERVER_NAME in  SEARCH_SERVER_NAME token matches in

the postinst script an earlier sed for the token SERVER_NAME)

Revision 17396 - 2016-01-21 16:11 - Robert Waltz

refs #7564

the token SEARCH_SERVER_NAME was switched to SEARCH_HOSTNAME since another occurrance of the string SERVER_NAME was

substituted before the sed call to replace SEARCH_SERVER_NAME (the string SERVER_NAME in  SEARCH_SERVER_NAME token matches in

the postinst script an earlier sed for the token SERVER_NAME)

Revision 17396 - 2016-01-21 16:11 - Robert Waltz

refs #7564

the token SEARCH_SERVER_NAME was switched to SEARCH_HOSTNAME since another occurrance of the string SERVER_NAME was

substituted before the sed call to replace SEARCH_SERVER_NAME (the string SERVER_NAME in  SEARCH_SERVER_NAME token matches in

the postinst script an earlier sed for the token SERVER_NAME)
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History

#1 - 2016-01-19 18:43 - Dave Vieglais

- Assignee set to Robert Waltz

#2 - 2016-01-19 21:32 - Robert Waltz

- Status changed from New to Closed

- Target version changed from CCI-2.0.3 to CCI-2.1.0

- % Done changed from 0 to 100

#3 - 2016-01-21 17:22 - Robert Waltz

- Target version changed from CCI-2.1.0 to CCI-2.0.3

- Milestone changed from None to CCI-2.0
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